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The effect of finite boundaries in the propagation of spatial nonlocal solitons in media with cylindrical
symmetry is analyzed. Using Ehrenfest’s theorem together with the Green’s function of the nonlinear refractive
index equation, we derive an analytical expression for the force exerted on the soliton by the boundaries, verifying
its validity by full numerical propagation. We show that the dynamics of the soliton are determined not only by
the degree of nonlocality, but also by the boundary conditions for the refractive index. In particular, we report
that a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation appears when the boundary condition exceed a certain threshold value.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear self-trapped optical beams, also known as spa-
tial optical solitons, have been extensively studied over the
years in several media for their potential use in all-optical
communication networks [1,2]. Of special interest is the study
of nonlocal solitons, which are present when the nonlinear
response at a particular point of the medium not only depends
on the optical field localized at that single point, but is a
function of the intensity around the neighboring region. Ex-
amples of media with nonlocal processes are the diffusion of
charge carriers [3], thermal media [4], and liquid crystals [5].
Nonlocality allows several phenomena that are not possible
to observe in pure Kerr local media. For example, nonlocality
can form new bound states and stable families of solitons such
as Hermite solitons [6], Laguerre solitons [7], azimuthons [8],
and ellipticons [9], among other self-trapped nonlinear optical
beams. Additionally, the presence of finite boundaries in
nonlocal media can induce transformations between solitons
of different symmetries and exert repulsive forces [10,11].
In fact, there is the possibility that far-away asymmetric
boundary forces can exert control over the soliton dynamics
as it was shown in [12] for the case of propagation in highly
nonlocal nonlinear media. Similarly, a power-dependent non-
linear repulsion at the boundary was reported in [13] and for
the case of thermal optical nonlinearity, the range of action
of the boundary is virtually infinite [14]. When this range
of action is much larger than the width of the soliton, an
equivalent particle theory can be used to describe the soliton
dynamics [15].
In [16], Brambila and Fratalocchi studied the transport
of energy in multidimensional quantum chaos, for which a
general two-dimensional (2D) nonlinear quantum kicked rotor
(which encompasses the 2D nonlinear Schrödinger equation)
is the governing model. The approach is quite general and
makes use of conserved quantities and dynamics of varia-
tional coordinates to find fully analytic solutions, concluding,
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remarkably, that solitons can facilitate the energy transport in
a disordered medium. On the other hand, applications of the
nonlocal Schrödinger equation have been studied for the con-
trolled soliton splitting using a localized inhomogeneity [17],
while [18] demonstrates that Landau-Zener tunneling can oc-
cur in one-dimensional lattices of undoped liquid-crystalline
waveguides.
In particular, using the method of images and assuming
that the soliton waist is much smaller than the radius of the
boundary, Shou et al. [19] obtained an analytical approxi-
mation for the boundary force exerted on a soliton for the
case of thermal self-focusing nonlinearity in lead glass with
circular boundaries, which corresponds to the highly nonlocal
limit. In this paper we extend the analysis of the circular
cylinder to include the case of an arbitrary degree of nonlo-
cality, as well as general Dirichlet boundary conditions for the
nonlinear nonlocal refractive index. We report an analytical
expression for the boundary force that shows good agreement
with numerical results, revealing that the soliton dynamics for
a general degree of nonlocality are significantly different from
the purely nonlocal limit case.
II. PHYSICAL MODEL
We start our analysis by considering the nonlinear propa-
gation of a monochromatic complex field envelope U (X,Y, Z )
in a nonlocal medium described by the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation
2ik
∂U
∂Z
+
(
∂2
∂X 2
+ ∂
2
∂Y 2
)
U + 2k2 n(|U |
2)
n0
U = 0, (1)
where Z is the propagation coordinate, X and Y are the
transverse coordinates, n0 is the linear refractive index of the
medium, k = ωn0/c is the wave number, and n represents
the nonlinear change in the refractive index that depends upon
the optical field intensity distribution. Here we study the case
where the nonlocal nonlinear response of the medium obeys
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the 2D screened Poisson equation [20]
b
(
∂2
∂X 2
+ ∂
2
∂Y 2
)
n − an + |U |2 = 0, (2)
where a and b are parameters that depend on the particular
properties of the medium. The model represented by (2)
has been previously used to describe partially ionized plas-
mas [21], plasma heating on the propagation of electromag-
netic waves [3], and a thermal nonlinear process in the regime
of strong absorption [22]. In particular, a physical counterpart
of the model given by (2) is used to study nematic liquid
crystals in a planar cell that accounts for the observability of
accessible solitons [20,23,24]. The ratio a/b can be related
to the degree of nonlocality; the case a/b → 0 corresponds
to highly nonlocal media, while a/b → ∞ models pure Kerr
media. We restrict ourselves to the case in which the medium
has a finite cross section given by a circular boundary of
radius Rb. Without loss of generality, we rescale the spatial
coordinates by the relations x = X/Rb, y = Y/Rb, and z =
Z/kR2b and introduce the normalized versions of the nonlin-
ear response, field envelope, and nonlocal parameter given
by N = k2R2bn/n0,  = kR2bU/
√
bn0, and ρ =
√
a/bRb, re-
spectively. Additionally, given the circular symmetry of the
boundaries, we use cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z) with r =√
x2 + y2, θ = arctan (y/x), and the position vector at a fixed
z defined by r = xˆi + yˆj. Under these assumptions, the gov-
erning equations for the beam propagation (1) and (2) are now
given by
i
∂
∂z
+ 1
2
∇2⊥ + N (||2) = 0, r  1, z > 0
(r, z) = 0(r), z = 0, (3a)
ρ2N − ∇2⊥N = ||2, r < 1, z  0
N (r, z) = Nb(θ ), r = 1, z  0, (3b)
where ∇2⊥ = ∂2/∂x2 + ∂2/∂y2 stands for the transverse
Laplacian, and Nb(θ ) is the prescribed Dirichlet boundary
condition for the refractive index.
III. RESULTS
A. Analytical results
We continue our analysis by finding fundamental solitons
centered at the origin by using the ansatz ˜(r, z) = eiλzψ (r),
where λ is the soliton’s propagation constant and ψ (r) is a
real function. Thus, (3a) becomes
1
2∇2⊥ψ + N (|ψ |2)ψ − λψ = 0, (4)
while in (3b)  is just replaced by ψ . Then, different soliton
trajectories can be analyzed by adding a tilt to ˜. The position
of the soliton at a fixed propagation distance z is characterized
by the intensity centroid rc = xcˆi + yc ˆj using
rc(z) = 1P
∫ ∫
|(r, z)|2r dx dy, (5)
where the power of the soliton is
P =
∫ ∫
||2dx dy. (6)
By introducing a finite medium where the refractive index is
a solution to (3b), the launched soliton experiences a force
whenever the beam center is not at the origin due to the
asymmetry in the refractive index N generated in order to
meet the boundary conditions. The force exerted on the beam
centroid by the boundaries can be described by Ehrenfest’s
theorem [20]
d2rc
dz2
= 1
P
∫ ∫
|(r, z)|2∇N (r, z)dx dy. (7)
For the highly nonlocal limit, assuming that the soliton waist
is much smaller than the radius of the waveguide, an analytical
approximation to the boundary force was obtained in [19]
using the method of images. This approximation is based on
the assumption that the entire power of the beam is localized at
the intensity centroid, i.e., |(r, z)|2 ≈ Pδ(r − rc(z)), where
δ(r − rc) is the Dirac delta function. Under this assumption,
the induced refractive index N is then given by the Green’s
function of (3b) (for a fixed z). In the case ρ = 0 (Poisson’s
equation), the method of images can be used to find the
Green’s function, but for arbitrary ρ we need to consider a
different procedure. Assuming that the soliton can be modeled
as ||2 = Pδ(r − rc), the induced refractive index can be
found by solving the boundary-value problem
ρ2G(r, rc) − ∇2⊥G(r, rc) = Pδ(r − rc) for r < 1,
G(r, rc) = Nb(θ ) for r = 1, (8)
which we solve by using the method of separation of variables
along with standard techniques for finding Green’s func-
tions [25,26]. We proceed to split G into three components
G(r, rc) = G1(r, rc) + G2(r, rc) + GH (r), where G1(r, rc) is
the Green’s function of the screened Poisson equation subject
to the solution being finite at infinity, G2(r, rc) is such that
G1(r, rc) + G2(r, rc) satisfies (8) with zero boundary condi-
tions, and GH (r) is a homogeneous solution that satisfies the
boundary condition. Each term is given explicitly by
G1(r, rc) = P2π K0(|r − rc|),
G2(r, rc) = − P
πρrc
∞∑
n=−∞
Kn(ρ)In(ρr)In(ρrc)
In(ρ)Fn(ρrc)
cos[n(θ − θc)],
GH (r) =
∞∑
n=−∞
An
In(ρr)
In(ρ)
einθ , (9)
where In and Kn stand for the modified Bessel functions of
the first and second kind, respectively, An are the Fourier
coefficients of Nb(θ ), that is, Nb(θ ) =
∑
Aneinθ , and
Fn(ρrc) = In(ρrc)[Kn+1(ρrc) + Kn−1(ρrc)]
+ Kn(ρrc)[In+1(ρrc) + In−1(ρrc)]. (10)
The term G1 is symmetric with respect to the beam center
and thus provides the self-focusing effect that sustains the
soliton [19]. On the other hand, the terms G2 and GH produce
a steering force on the beam. Using (7) and the approximation
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||2 = Pδ(r − rc), we find that
d2rc
dz2
= F2(rc) + FH (rc, θc), (11a)
F2(rc) = − P2πrc
×
∞∑
n=−∞
Kn(ρ)In(ρrc)[In+1(ρrc) + In−1(ρrc)]
In(ρ)Fn(ρrc)
rˆ,
(11b)
FH (rc, θc) =
∞∑
n=−∞
An
In(ρ)
einθc
{
ρ
2
[In+1(ρrc)In−1(ρrc)]rˆ
+ i n
rc
In(ρrc)ˆθ
}
. (11c)
These equations constitute the main analytical result in
this paper and describe the effect of finite boundaries on
the propagation of spatial nonlocal solitons inside a circular
cylinder.
B. Numerical validation
Next we validate the quality of the analytical approxima-
tion by means of direct numerical experimentation. In order
to obtain fundamental soliton solutions, we use a nonlinear
least-squares method applied to (4) and find the optimal
parameters of a centered Gaussian beam of a given waist
ω0 for unknown amplitude A and propagation constant λ.
This way we can control the width of the beam to satisfy
ω0  1, which guarantees the validity of (11). We find, by
means of numerical experimentation, that using the restriction
ω0 < 0.2, the soliton dynamics are described satisfactorily by
our analytical results for at least 20 diffraction lengths. The
solution for the refractive index in (3b) (for a fixed z) is found
using a method similar to that of [27], in which a fast Fourier
transform and a finite-difference scheme are used to discretize
the polar and radial coordinates, respectively. We propagate
the solitons by means of the split-step method [28].
In Fig. 1 we present several soliton trajectories predicted
by the analytical model (right column) as well as the corre-
sponding full numerical propagation (left column). First, we
demonstrate that the centroid of the soliton remains fixed as
long as we launch it at an equilibrium point, as it is shown in
Fig. 1(a). On the other hand, Fig. 1(b) shows a circular orbit
obtained by launching the soliton with an initial transverse
momentum (tilt) balanced with the centripetal force generated
by the boundary condition. The particular launching condi-
tions for this case are rc(z = 0) = 0.5 and (r, 0) = 0(r −
rc(0), 0) exp(igxx + igyy), where we set gx =
√
Frrc = 5.89
and gy = 0. Similar soliton interactions in a nonlocal nonlin-
ear medium analogous to gravitational forces were reported
recently in [29]. In general, the soliton trajectories can be
quite complex, as it is shown in Fig. 1(c), where a soliton is
launched with gx = gy = 5.89. Since the soliton experiences
an acceleration, it radiates energy, thus decreasing the effec-
tive power of the soliton and changing the long-term dynam-
ics [30]. Note that disregarding the long-term effects of wave
radiation that are naturally generated due to the acceleration of
FIG. 1. Soliton trajectories for a variety of launching conditions.
The left column corresponds to the path given by the full numeri-
cal propagation (shown in green) and the colormap represents the
beam intensity ||2 at z = 400π/λ. The right column presents the
prediction by the analytical model (11), where the black curve is
the predicted path of the soliton starting from the black marker and
finishing on the blue one, and the colormap represents the radial force
with contour lines of 0 and 500 also shown. For all cases ρ = 1, z ∈
[0, 400π/λ], and P = 3000. For (a)–(c) Nb = 900 and in particular
(a) shows a static soliton centered at an equilibrium point yc = 0.21,
(b) presents a circular orbit of radius 0.5, (c) has a trajectory bounded
by a minimum and maximum radii, and (d) has an added angular
modulation at the boundary given by Nb(θ ) = 900 + 50 cos(θ ).
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FIG. 2. Error in the soliton propagation as a function of the
soliton’s width. The error is measured as the distance between the
position at a final time of the soliton propagated by the analytical
model and the point of the soliton’s centroid at that same time
given by the numerical propagation. Here ρ = 1 and the boundary
conditions in Fig 1(d) were used. Note that for ω0  0.12 we get
errors of less than 10−2.
the beam [31] or the soliton breathing induced by the corre-
sponding approximation used, the predicted analytical results
are corroborated by full numerical propagation. Finally, we
set the boundary condition to be Nb = 900 + 50 cos(θ ) with
the same initial conditions as in Fig. 1(c); the corresponding
dynamics are shown in Fig. 1(d). In this case, note that the
equilibrium region is no longer centered around r = 0, nor it
is of circular shape.
In order to validate the predicted trajectories as a function
of the soliton waist ω0 in a quantitative way, Fig. 2 shows
the error between the predicted final position of the soliton
and the one obtained through the full numerical propagation.
For the particular case of ρ = 1, the approximation is better
than 10−2 even for a beam waist of 0.12 (12% of the radius of
the boundaries). Additionally, Table I presents the propagation
TABLE I. Propagation error for values of ω0 equal to 0.08 and
0.15 and for different degrees of nonlocality ρ. We can see that the
analytical approximation works best for the smaller soliton width
and in general for higher values of ρ (local effects are dominant)
the approximation also worsens. The solitons launched for this test
all had zero tilt and were displaced to the coordinate (0.5,0) and
propagated for a distance 100π/λ.
ω0 ρ P Propagation error
0.08 0.1 3668 1.63 × 10−4
0.08 1 3695 1.71 × 10−3
0.08 5 4079 1.75 × 10−2
0.08 10 4841 9.64 × 10−3
0.15 0.1 1044 2.71 × 10−3
0.15 1 1065 2.48 × 10−2
0.15 5 1346 1.41 × 10−1
0.15 10 2089 6.41 × 10−1
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the numerically computed force using (7)
and the analytical approximation (11) for a soliton with P = 3000
and different values of Nb. In (a) the markers represent the values
obtained by the numerical simulations, the black lines are the pre-
dicted values by the analytical model, and the dashed black line is the
force = 0 axis. In (b) we present the normalized errors between the
numerical and analytical forces, showing good agreement between
simulation and the analytical prediction. Note that the peaks at
around rc ≈ 0.2 and rc ≈ 0.7 are caused by the normalization value
which is close to zero.
errors for solitons with widths of 0.08 and 0.15 for various de-
grees of nonlocality. The results show that the approximation
is fairly good for the smaller width beam and higher degrees of
nonlocality (smaller ρ), while it fails to provide a meaningful
predictions for larger widths and lower degrees of nonlocality.
For example, using ω = 0.15 and ρ = 10 generates a large
error in the predicted final position and thus another approach
should be considered.
A clear advantage of propagating using (11) over a full
numerical propagation method is that with the analytical
expressions, the computational time can be reduced by two
or even three orders of magnitude, without losing significant
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FIG. 4. (a) Soliton power and (b) propagation constant as a
function of the beam width.
accuracy. Through comparison with a full numerical propa-
gation of fundamental solitons with a relatively small waist
(see Fig. 1), we found that this simplified model describes
very well the trajectories of the solitons, even for relatively-
low-power beams of about P ∼ 700 or higher, with the added
benefit of being able to draw conclusions about the dynamics
from the analytical expressions in (11).
The quality of the approximation depends on how good
the approximate force formula in (11) models (7), thus Fig. 3
shows a comparison between these two quantities for different
values of (constant) boundary conditions Nb, along with the
corresponding pointwise normalized error. It can be seen that
the analytical approximation yields a good approximation
throughout the interior of the circular cylinder.
The main soliton parameter in (11) is the power, however
the validity of the approximation depends directly on the
soliton waist. In order to relate these two crucial parameters,
Fig. 4(a) presents the soliton power as a function of ω0 for
small-waist solitons (ω0  0.2). Figure 4(b), on the other
FIG. 5. Supercritical pitchfork bifurcation as the boundary con-
dition Nb (constant along the boundary) is increased. In this case,
P = 800 in a medium with ρ = 1. The colormap represents the
boundary force, and contour lines for force values of 0 and ±40
are also present. After the bifurcation, the center equilibrium point
becomes unstable, while the two appearing equilibrium points are
stable.
hand, presents the propagation constant λ also as a function
of ω0.
The examples in Figs. 1 and 3 show that when a nonzero
boundary condition is present, the dynamical system that
describes the soliton trajectory experiences a bifurcation of
the center equilibrium point. In particular, a supercritical
pitchfork bifurcation [32] is present when a constant boundary
condition is applied, that is, as we increase the value of the
boundary condition, the stable equilibrium point at the center
degenerates into two equilibrium points, with the center point
being unstable. In Fig. 5 we show the bifurcation diagram for
this case, where instead of using rc we took yc = 0 and plotted
the diagram with respect to xc in order to illustrate the pitch-
fork behavior. The critical value of the boundary condition
Ncritb at which the bifurcation occurs can be obtained as the
value of Nb for which the derivative of the force with respect
to Nb becomes zero at xc = 0 (with yc = 0) or equivalently
by finding the value of Nb that gives a zero eigenvalue on the
linearization matrix of the dynamical system [32]. In Fig. 6
we present the behavior of Ncritb as a function of ρ, which
shows that for small values of ρ, i.e., the highly nonlocal
case, Ncritb tends to be high, while for ρ > 1 the behavior
is exponentially decaying. This result is consistent with the
highly nonlocal case [19] for which the only equilibrium point
is at the center of the cylinder, independently of the boundary
condition. Additionally, Fig. 6 shows the behavior for dif-
ferent values of the soliton’s power. Note that for constant
ρ, the dependence of Ncritb as a function of P is linear as a
result from (11b) and (11b). For angle-dependent boundary
conditions, we observed a similar behavior for which a new
stable equilibrium region appears after a threshold value is
exceeded [see Fig. 1(d) right plot].
Finally, we show that in the limiting case ρ → 0 and for
constant boundary conditions, we recover the same result as
the one reported in [19]. Using the asymptotic forms of the
modified Bessel functions for small arguments [33] and taking
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FIG. 6. Critical values of the boundary condition N critb as a func-
tion of the nonlocality parameter ρ (semilogarithmic scale). For
small ρ, the critical value of the boundary condition is large and in
fact, as ρ → 0, we have N critb → ∞, as expected from the purely
local case, for which no bifurcation is present. From (11b) and (11b)
we see that for a fixed ρ, the dependence on P of N critb is linear.
the limit as ρ goes to zero, we get
F2(rc) = − P2πrc
∞∑
n=1
r2nc rˆ = −
P
2π
rc
1 − r2c
rˆ for ρ → 0,
(12)
which is exactly Eq. (8) from [19] (for constant boundary
conditions FH → 0 as ρ → 0). In this particular case, the
force is independent of the (constant) boundary condition,
and only under an angle-dependent boundary condition does
a force in the angular direction appear, which is given by
FH (rc, θc) =
∞∑
n=−∞
inrn−1c Ane
inθc ˆθ for ρ → 0. (13)
This shows that the bifurcation of the equilibrium point does
not occur in the highly nonlocal case, demonstrating that the
introduction of the parameter ρ in the model yields signifi-
cantly different soliton dynamics.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have obtained an analytical approximation
for the force exerted on a soliton propagating in a finite nonlo-
cal nonlinear media with a circular cylinder shape, with an ar-
bitrary degree of nonlocality. This approximation can be used
to predict the trajectories of small-waist soliton beams (ω0 
1) and is in good agreement with the numerical experiments
presented. When the magnitude of the boundary condition
exceeds a certain critical value, the original equilibrium point
at the origin degenerates into an unstable equilibrium point
and a stable equilibrium curve where the force is equal to zero;
in the case of constant boundary conditions, this bifurcation is
described by a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation. Recently,
some analogies between optical soliton interactions and the
dynamics of galactic cores in the scalar field dark-matter
scenario have been reported [34]. We hope that a treatment
similar to the one reported here can provide some insight into
studies in this direction.
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